
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Provincial Roads Improvement Project (RRP PAK 47360) 

PROJECT CLIMATE RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT REPORT 

I. Basic Project Information 

Project Title:  Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Provincial Roads Improvement Project 

Project Budget: $164 million 

Location: Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province, Pakistan 

Sector: road transport (non-urban) 

Theme: Inclusive economic growth and regional cooperation 

Brief Description 

The project is aligned with the following impact: an efficient and integrated transport network in the 
Province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) established to facilitate development of a competitive economy 
(Pakistan Vision 2025). The project will have the following outcome: improved road connectivity, 
efficiency and safety along key sections of the provincial road network in KP. 

The project will (i) rehabilitate eight road sections with a total length of 214 km located in central 
and eastern of KP to relevant provincial highway standards, together with road safety improvement 
and climate resilience features to withstand damage and disruption from natural disasters (floods, 
landslides and slope erosion); (ii) pilot two PBM contracts with total length of about 104 km with 
contract duration of five years. The PBM contract will include initial repair, routine maintenance, and 
emergency response; and (iii) strengthen the capacity of PKHA through enhancement of the RAMS, 
provision of maintenance equipment and laboratory equipment, and trainings. The project cost is 
estimated of $164 million. 

The project design was prepared by two design consultant firms engaged by PKHA, 
and reviewed by PPTA consultant. A total of eight road sections were selected based on the outcomes 
of PKHA’s 2013 RAMS data, and verified by the PPTA consultant considering traffic volume, road 
condition, and PKHA’s priority. The rehabilitation strategy focuses on improvements to pavement 
structure inclusive of drainage, slope stability, and safety enhancements. All road sections will follow 
existing alignment, with widening envisaged in some sections to standard two-lane carriageway of 
7.3 m with shoulders of varied width per design standards except for one road which will rehabilitate 
the existing four-lane pavement. The proposed pavement design was in line with the results of 
condition survey and falling weight deflectometer (FWD) data with consideration of reuse and 
recycling of the existing pavement.  

The detailed design addressed the climate change impact by improving drainage facilities, stabilizing 
the slopes with bio-engineering measures to minimize erosion, and ensuring the height of 
embankment with design flood frequency 

The rehabilitation works will consist of embankment filling, granular subbase, aggregate base and 
asphaltic layers. Drainage system will consist of repairing of the existing bridges, culverts and cross 
drainage structures. based on the enhanced design standards to make road assets more resilient to 
climate change. Climate proofing road design has been adopted, which includes protective structure 
for reducing vulnerability to water rise, floods, and/or landslides. 

http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=47360-002-3
http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=47360-002-3
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II. Summary of Climate Risk Screening and Assessment 

A. Sensitivity of project component(s) to climate/weather conditions and sea level 

Heavy rainfall may affect the optimal number of bridges and culverts and the adequacy of bridge and 
culvert design. A large discrepancy between the high and low temperatures in summer and winter 
may affect the adequacy of road pavement materials. 

Project component 

• Construction of bridges and culverts 

• Construction of asphaltic road pavement and 
embankment 

• Construction of drainage and slope 
stablization 

Sensitivity to climate/weather conditions 

• High summer temperature at times 

• Intensity and frequency of heavy rainfall 

 

B. Climate Risk Screening 

Risk topic 

• Flood 

 

Description of the risk 

• General: Out of the six project roads located in central districts, five 
are falling in the flood plains of two major rivers, Kabul and Swat, and 
a number of perennial and seasonal hill torrents, mostly having a 
north-south flow. Both the rivers, after gushing out of narrow mountain 
gorges, fan out in the plains and make a confluence a little south of 
Charsadda. Hence, the five roads are having a varying risk intensity, 
from very mild to very severe. Whereas, the two roads of eastern 
districts are relatively safe from any major flood threats. 

• S-1, Shah Alam–Sardaryab Road: This road is very close to the 
confluence of Kabul and Swat rivers, which is meandering in a very 
vast area. Project road is crossing three creeks. The road corridor has 
sustained major damages in 2010, resulting in loss of life, cattle, crops 
and houses. The road is skirted along and crossed by quite a few 
irrigation channels. During severe rains the flooded channels may 
damage the road either directly or by inundating the adjacent lands.  

• S-1B, Jhandai–Sang-e-Marmar Road: It is a ring road, out skirting 
urban limits of Mardan, which runs through flat irrigated farmlands 
producing rice, sugarcane and tobacco. Main Channel of Kalpani 
River is crossing the road and its second offshoot is skirting the road 
for some length. In the past, floods have partially affected this area.  

• S-1C, Adina–Yar Hussain–Lahor Road: The 1st and last part of this 
road are passing through irrigated agriculture lands. But, the middle 
section runs through a raised platform of undulating rain-fed lands. 
This road has very negligible chances of any flood impacts.  

• S-9, Umerzai–Harichand–Shergarh Road: Being closer to 
mountainous range, the road is crossed by a number of perennial 
water drains and seasonal torrents. This road equally runs through 
rich alluvial irrigated lands, famous for cash crops and vegetables. 
Flood history of recent past in this corridor has also sustained medium 
range damages.  

• S-14, Risalpur – Pirsabaq – Misri Banda, link to Wali Interchange: 
The road winds through quite a few small towns, villages and 
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settlements, passing through irrigated farmlands. The road crosses 
Kalpani River and for a limited stretch it runs along Kabul River, 
through some isolated rocky projections. A small link also connects 
Akora Khattak town on N-5 highway with M-1, through Wali 
Interchange. No major flood damages in the past have been reported 
on this road.  

• S-6, Khair Abad–Kahi (Nizampur) Road: The entire road runs along 
the right bank of Indus River, maintaining a varying distance. Road 
passes through a dry and undulating plato, which is devoid of any 
perennial waterway. The road crosses a few Irish fords, which do swell 
during cloud bursts and flash rains, reportedly causing localized 
damages to houses and lands located along the torrents.  

• S-1, Haripur–Hattar–Taxila Road: The road winds through an 
undulating topography, having sedimentary clayey-silt deposits with 
dead ground and isolated rocky protrusions. Traditionally, the plato 
has been used as grazing pasture and limited rain dependent 
agricultural practices. There are no perennial waterways on this road. 
It passes a few bridges and Irish fords, crossing seasonal torrents. 
During the recent flood history, only minor damages have been 
reported along the seasonal torrents. Due to swell of these channels 
during flash rains, the road gets blocked at fords till the water level 
recedes down.  

• S-5, Maqsood–Kohala Road: The entire road length runs through 
mountainous topography, crossing a few ridges, crests, saddles and 
valley beds. Owing to stable geological stratum and good vegetative 
cover chances of landslides, rock falls and mudflow are minimal. Road 
crosses two perennial water streams, Haro River and one of its sides 
tributary. Some flood damages have been reported in the past along 
the banks of Haro River. By virtue of running in the deep gorge, project 
road is reasonable safe from any flood water of Haro River. However, 
retaining structures need to be repaired and reinforced through stone 
masonry.  
 

Climate Risk Classification:  

# Road Name 
Risk 

Classification 

1 S-1, Shah Alam–Sardaryab Road  High 

2 S-1B, Jhandai–Sang-e-Marmar Road  Medium 

3 S-1C, Adina–Yar Hussain–Lahor Road Medium 

4 S-6, Khair Abad–Kahi (Nizampur) Road  Low 

5 S-9, Umerzai–Harichand–Shergarh  Medium 

6 S-14, Risalpur–Pirsabaq–Misri Banda, link to Wali Interchange Low 

7 S-1, Haripur–Hattar–Taxila Road Low 

8 S-5, Maqsood–Kohala Road Low 
 

C. Climate risk assessment 

Geographic information system (GIS) analysis indicates that some regions of the project areas may 
be at moderate risk to flooding. Based on the design standards adopted by NHA for detailed designs 
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for project roads, it is expected that national highway design parameters can mitigate climate 
variability-related impacts. 

 

D. Design 

Commonly used bank protection and erosion protection techniques are gabions and mattresses, 
riprap, stone pitching, block paving and concrete paving. Concrete paving for erosion control is 
however limited to paved side drains and canal crossings having controlled water flow characteristics.  
Gabion Boxes and Mattresses 
Gabions are baskets made of hexagonal woven wire mesh. They are filled with rock at the project site 
to form flexible, permeable and monolithic structures such as retaining walls, channels and barriers 
for erosion control projects.  
The gabion mattresses are of similar construction. As their name suggests they are used to cover 
large areas and are primarily used for river bank and scour protection as well as channel linings for 
erosion control. The rock to be used for filling the gabion boxes and mattresses are normally obtained 
from sources on or near the site. A geotextile filter layer is normally required at the interface of the 
gabion boxes and the natural soil or backfilled embankment. Its purpose is to release any water 
pressure without release or washing out of the soil from behind or below the gabions. 
Riprap 
Riprap is an alternative method for providing river bank and scour protection. It consists of sized and 
graded rock placed in a layer or in the shape of a berm. To be effective the riprap needs to be designed 
for a particular site situation. In simplistic terms the design theory is based on a fundamental force 
balance. Quarry stones are generally the best source for obtaining large rock for riprap. 
Stone Pitching 
Stone pitching is in essence uniform sized stone placed shoulder to shoulder on a prepared surface. 
The stones used must be sound, tough, durable and clean and are normally sourced from rock 
quarries. The stone should have a specified minimum dimension. Depending on the particular 
application the stone pitching can be laid in a number of ways, that is: 
Laid directly on the soil surface and using stone fragments or topsoil to fill in the spaces between the 
larger stone (plain stone pitching). 
Laid on a cement mortar bed with the spaces between stones filled with cement grout of the same 
composition as the mortar (grouted stone pitching). 
Laid on a concrete bed with a light steel mesh reinforcement to provide structural stability. The spaces 
between stones are filled with cement grout (reinforced grouted stone pitching). 
Block Paving 
Segmental block paving of the interlocking type consisting of class 25 concrete paving blocks, are 
commonly used in approach fill slopes at spill through abutments on road over road or road over rail 
structures. 
Concrete paving 
Concrete paving as a means of bank and fill slope protection against erosion is limited to canal 
crossings having controlled water flow characteristics. For river crossings with its highly variable flow 
characteristics and difficult to predict scour potential, the more flexible and easier to maintain 
techniques mentioned above are preferred. Concrete paving for erosion control is thus limited to 
paved side drains the paving of which extends up to the edge of the surfaced roadway.  
The engineer’s representative must have a clear understanding of the principles on which the design 
was based and hence the details shown on the drawings and associated specifications. An 
understanding of the design parameters will enable him to recognise site conditions which may be 
difference to that known or assumed at the time of the design with regard to possible adjustment of 
the layout and details of the erosion protection works.  
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III. Climate Risk Management Response within the Project 

Climate change risks and mitigation measures were considered in the project design. The road 
embankment is sufficiently high to withstand sheet flows of highest floods. The design provides 
adequate cross drainage structures and hydraulic structures, based on 50-year recurrence-interval 
flood discharges. The impact of temperature on asphaltic pavement layers has been mitigated by 
adopting pavement specifications suitable for the climate in the project areas. 

Design measures that have been taken to address climate change risks are:  

• Sufficiently high embankments to facilitate drainage crossings 

• Drainage ditch as required along the roads 

• Increased clearance of bridges 

• Putting bio-engineering measures in slope stabilization for the road sections located in hilly 
area.   

• Giving 0.2 to 0.3 freeboard (about 20%) margin in culvert design to mitigate the risk of overland 
flow.  

 

A total of about US4 267,307  of the civil works cost of $183 million) will be spent on addressing 
(adaptation) climate change risks. 

 
 
Attachments: 1. Project Location and GIS Analysis 

2. Estimated Cost for Adapting Climate Change Risks 
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Estimated Cost for Adapting Climate Change Risk 

 

 

Description Unit Quantity Rate Rs Amount Rs

107b Structure excavation in common material CM 200 515               103,000

107d Granular backfill CM 100 684               68,400

401a3 Concrete Class “A3” CM 50 8,222           411,100

401f Lean concrete CM 50 836               41,800

404b Reinforcement as per AASHTO M31 Grade 60 ton 5 87,230         436,150

406a Premoulded joint filler 25 mm thick with bitumen joint m2 10 504               5,040

507 a Steel Wire Mesh for Gabion kg 400 143               57,200

507 b Rock Fill in Gabions CM 500 623               311,500

509c Rip Rap Class C CM 100 1,095           109,500

509h Filter layer Granular Material CM 50 765               38,250

511a2 Dry Stone Pitching SM 200 437               87,400

511 b2 Grouted Stone Pitching SM 200 1,200           240,000

Cost Estimate for 100 meter protection work 1,909,340

Total Rs 14 26,730,760

Total US$ 267,307      


